
Desktop Publishing

The Assignment
Produce a glossary of desktop
publishing terms using the
supplied text called “dtpgloss.txt”.
The text file can be found in the
folder called Bill Schneider’s DTP
Class on the lab server. Because
glossaries are generally
uninteresting collections of terms
and definitions, use your skills to
make the pages attractive while
retaining readability.

Goals
Produce a multi-page document
using style sheets and graphics,
two of the things that a page
layout program does better than a
word processor. Become more
familiar with the time–saving
features available in QuarkXPress.

The Main Elements
• Use either 3 or 4 columns on

the page as a vertical grid for the
body copy.

• It should have a main headline
or nameplate that quickly
identifies the document.

• Set up and use Style Sheets for
the body text and for subheads.
These will allow you to make
formatting changes quickly.

• Use graphic elements to break
up large blocks of text as well as
inform the reader. Anything
from pull quotes to screen shots
can be used to liven up the page,
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but be consistent in the “style”
and in the handling of these
graphic devices.

• Insert an automatic page
number for all pages except
page 1. Don’t forget to allow
sufficient margin room for the
page number at the bottom.

Notes and Hints
• When creating a new page,

check the Automatic Text Box
option. This will make a text
box ready to “Get Text”, and
will automatically create new
pages for overflow text.

• Don’t overload the pages with
graphic elements. Use just
enough to make the page
attractive. Remember that the
information takes precedence.

• To create an automatic page
number, go to Master Pages,
create a new text box where
you want the page number to
appear, and press –3. You
can type in a prefix such as
“Page ” if you want that to
appear with the page number.

• You can capture the screen
(called a “screen shot”) by
holding –Shift–3. A picture
of the current screen is then
saved to the top level of the hard
drive as Picture 1, Picture 2, etc.
Use this to show a dialog box or
other screen features if you wish.

Be careful, though! Screen
captures require much storage
space to hold the images, and
you could find your document
too large to fit on disk.
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ascender

The part of a lowercase letter, su
ch as

h, f or b that extends above a

typeface’s x-height.

baseline

The imaginary line on which the

letters in
 a line of text rest.

baseline shift

Raising or lowering one or more

characters above or below the normal

baseline in a line of type.

bleed

Any photograph, illu
stration, or

other graphic that runs off the edge of

a page.

body te
xt

The main text, also called “body

copy” or “ru
nning text.”

border

A framing element around text,

graphics, or the entire page. Borders

range from simple hairline rules to

decorative and thematic graphic

elements.

bullets

Dots or other such elements used to

designate items in a list.

callout

A label that identifies a specific part

of an illustration.

cap height

The height of the capital letters

above the baseline. In many

typefaces, th
is is 

less th
an the height

of the ascenders.

caption

The text that describes or expands

upon an illustration.

condensed typ
e

A very narrow type style, usually a

variation of roman or italic design.

Typefaces that are designed as

condensed (e.g., Helvetica

Condensed) look better than

typefaces that have been condensed

by squeezing the letters uniformly

through horizontal scaling.

column

The vertical space designated for text

and graphics. On a given page there

can be one column, or multiple

columns.

copyfitt
ing

Editing text to fit a
 specified space.

descender

The part of lower case letters, su
ch as

p, q, or y, that extends below the

baseline.

dingbat

A decorative or symbolic device used

to separate items on the page or to

denote items in a list.

x–heightcap height

baseline

descender

ascender

Electro
nic publishing has

borrowed heavily from

traditional typesetti
ng

term
s and has added

a few new words too.


